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Being Gay Not a Choice: Science Contradicts Ben Carson
https://www.livescience.com/50058-being-gay-not-a-choice.html
Many scientific studies suggest that people don't choose to be gay, ... Being Gay Not a
Choice: Science Contradicts ... The Secret Backstory Behind Kazakhstan's ...

Homosexuality may be caused by chemical â€¦
www.sciencemag.org/news/2015/10/homosexuality-may-be-caused...
Scientists warn that the new findings should not be used to produce a test or â€œcureâ€�
for homosexuality. ... Institute reported in Science that one or more ...

Checking Up on the Science of Homosexuality | â€¦
https://www.psychologytoday.com/.../checking-the-science-homosexuality
Checking Up on the Science of Homosexuality New research takes a broad look at
sexual orientation. Posted May 12, 2016

The Science of Homosexuality | Serendip Studio
serendip.brynmawr.edu/exchange/georgia-lawrence/science-homosexuality
Homosexuality is an issue that has sparked tumultuous debate in the United States, and
has been brought to the forefront in the last fifty to sixty years. While the legal and social
implications has captured the attention of the media, the lingering question of biology
remains at the core of the debate.
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Homosexuality
Homosexuality is
romantic attraction,
sexual attraction or
sexual behavior
between members of
the same sex or
gender. As a sexual
orientation,

homosexuality is "an enduring pattern of
emotional, romantic, and/or sexual
attractions" to people of the same sex. It
"also refers to a person's sense of identity
based on those attractions, related
behaviors, and membership in a community
of others who share those attractions."
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remains at the core of the debate.

The Science Behind A More Meaningful Understanding â€¦
www.iflscience.com/.../science-behind-more-meaningful-understanding...
The Science Behind A More Meaningful Understanding Of ... These findings are part of a
report released by the Academy of Science ... Homosexual men are also more ...

Biology Behind Homosexuality In Sheep, Study Confirms
...
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2004/03/040309073256.htm
Biology Behind Homosexuality In Sheep, Study Confirms Date: March 9, 2004 Source:
Oregon Health & Science University Summary: Researchers in the Oregon Health &
Science University School of Medicine have confirmed that a male sheep's preference for
same-sex partners has biological underpinnings.

The science behind a more meaningful understanding â€¦
theconversation.com/the-science-behind-a-more-meaningful...
The science behind a more meaningful understanding of sexual orientation June 10 ...
Homosexual men are also more likely to have brothers that are also homosexual.

The science of sexual orientation: The latest on genes ...
www.slate.com/.../the_science_of_sexual_orientation_the_latest_on...
Jun 11, 2015 · What Do We Know About the Science of Sexual Orientation ... These
findings are part of a report released by the Academy of Science ... Homosexual â€¦

The science behind same-sex attraction
www.cmf.org.uk/resources/publications/content/?context=article&id=2078
The science behind same ... The attitudes of some gay-affirming activists can also ...
We need to be clear about the limits of what science and psychology can ...

Gay, Straight, and the Reason Why: The Science of â€¦
https://psychcentral.com/lib/gay-straight-and-the-reason-why-the...
Neuroscientist Simon LeVay made headlines with his pioneering work comparing the brain
structures of gay and straight men. His 1991 article in Science led the way for numerous
studies of sexual orientation as it relates to the biology of â€¦

Being homosexual is only partly due to gay gene, â€¦
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/science-news/10637532/...
Study finds that while gay men share similar genetic make-up, it only accounts for 40 per
cent of chance of a man being homosexual. ... Science Correspondent.

Science vs. the "Gay Gene" - True.Origin
https://www.trueorigin.org/gaygene01.php
It is one of the most explosive topics in society today. The social and political
ramifications affect the very roots of this country. But is the country being told the truth
concerning homosexuality?
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What are the causes of homosexuality?



Is homosexuality biologically based?
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Is homosexuality genetics?
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